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Month 

% 
Quarter 

% 
1 year 

% 

 
2 years 
% p.a. 

 
3 years 
% p.a. 

 
4 years 
% p.a. 

Since 
Inception^ 

% p.a. 

Sigma Select Equities Fund* 4.2 (7.6) (2.9) 2.1 11.7 13.2 7.5 

S&P/ASX 300 Acc. Index 4.4 (6.4) (0.6) 2.7 9.6 11.6 6.3 

Value added (detracted) (0.2) (1.2) (2.3) (0.6) 2.1 1.6 1.2 

*Gross Performance. Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance.  ^Since Inception: 2nd May 2011 

Key points 

 Significantly overweight Diversified Miners and underweight Major Banks 

 Cyclical sectors expected to benefit as earnings bottom; avoiding expensive defensives 

 Fund positioned for US interest rate normalisation; while matching local market dividend yields 

 
Individual stock performance of note 

The Fund moderately underperformed a rising market in 

October. Stock contributors included BlueScope Steel 

(+24%) after reaching an agreement with unions on future 

cost reductions and acquiring the remaining 50% of the US 

North Star assets cheaply. Bank of Queensland (+15%) 

rallied strongly post a solid result while guiding to improving 

net interest margins, while Macquarie Group (+12%) 

upgraded guidance for the third time in six months as a result 

of performance fees and a weakening A$. The absence of 

Telstra (-4%) and ANZ (0.5%) contributed to performance in 

a relative sense. Stock holdings detracting from performance 

included ERM Power (-27%) post downgrading profits citing 

increasing competition in the Commercial & Industrial 

electricity market while at the same time articulating stronger 

than expected longer term growth expectations. Subsequent 

discussions with management highlight these factors as 

being transient, and the medium term growth opportunities 

are still consistent with our investment thesis and hence our 

comfort to retain the position. Consumer discretionary stocks 

Seven West Media (-9%) and JB Hi-Fi (-6%) were weaker 

with the later impacted by Dick Smith downgrading in late 

October. The absence of Santos (+47%) impacted 

performance in a relative sense post an approach from 

private equity group, Scepter Partners. 

Economic developments and markets 

The S&P/ASX 300 Accumulation Index rose 4.4% in October 

to move CYTD returns back into positive territory (now 

0.8%). By contrast, Global equity markets had their best 

calendar month since October 2011 (S&P 500 +8.3%: DAX 

12.3%: Nikkei +9.7%, Shanghai Composite +10.8%).  

The Small Ordinaries Accumulation Index outperformed the 

S&P/ASX100 by 2.9% to be up 7.1%. The Small Industrials 

Accumulation Index outperformed the S&P/ASX 100 

Industrials Index by 1.8%, while the Small Resources 

Accumulation index also outperformed the S&P/ASX100 

Resources index by 11.3%. 

The marked deterioration in China, which has been weighing 

heavily on sentiment in recent months, appears to be 

moderating. Recent stimulatory measures are starting to 

have an impact. There is clear evidence that money supply 

accelerating through the Chinese economy. M1 money 

supply growth increased from 9.3% in August to 11.4% in 

September. New loan creation came in at 1050bn yuan (exp. 

900bn yuan), compared to 809.6bn yuan in August. 

Aggregate social financing reached 1300bn yuan in 

September (exp. 1200 yuan), compared to 1080 yuan in 

July. The Markit flash manufacturing PMI was also relatively 

unchanged increasing to 49.8 (exp. 49.7) in September from 

49.7 in August. 

Commodity markets were again generally weaker with base 

metals as measured by the LME index falling 2.3%. Among 

the constituents, aluminium was the worst performer (-7.6%) 

followed by tin (-4.4%) and nickel (-3.1%). Elsewhere, iron 

ore prices as measured by the Qingdao index retraced (-

11.5%) while spot gold was up +2.4%. The A$ was stronger 

(1.7%) against the US$ and against most trading partners 

(EURO: +3.3%; JPY: +2.3%; and CNY: +1.1%). 



 
 

 

In the US, the ISM manufacturing index for September fell to 

a weaker than expected 50.2 (consensus: 50.6, previous: 

51.1), the lowest level since May 2013 and only marginally 

above the crucial 50-level indicating expansion.  Additionally, 

the non-manufacturing ISM index for September fells to 56.9 

(consensus: 57.5, previous: 59). Non-farm payrolls for 

September rose 142k (consensus: 206k) although the 

unemployment rate remained unchanged at 5.1%. 

Furthermore, the October FOMC statement was 

unexpectedly hawkish. That statement changed from 

“determining how long to maintain this target range” to 

“determining whether it will be appropriate to raise the target 

range at its next meeting”, which is the first such mention of 

a hike at a subsequent meeting since 1999.  

US long bond yields finished the month higher after the Fed 

appeared to leave the door open to tightening monetary 

policy at its next meeting in December. Otherwise, Eurozone 

and Japanese bond yields finished the month lower on talk of 

further QE. Australian bond yields were little unchanged 

during the month. 

On the domestic economic front retail sales recovered 0.4% 

m/m, with the rise skewed to non-discretionary spending. 

The NAB business confidence survey rose from +1 to +5, 

with business conditions unchanged at +9. The release is the 

first major sentiment survey following the change in 

Government. The Westpac-MI consumer confidence index 

was equally positive, rising 4.2% m/m. While employment for 

September fell -5k m/m (consensus: +10k) the fall in the 

participation rate led the jobless rate to be steady at 6.2%. 

On a positive note, the unemployment expectations index 

was down 16% m/m, indicating that expectations of labour 

market conditions are improving. The RBA decided to leave 

cash rates unchanged at 2.0%. The weak 3Q CPI print of 

0.3% q/q was heavily influenced by lower energy prices.  

Portfolio changes and outlook  

The Fund’s relative valuation upside currently stands at 42%, 

slightly down on the since inception high of 43% reached last 

month. In absolute terms, the portfolio has 42% upside 

relative to the market which is fairly valued (+0%) in our view 

(see graph). While the portfolio remains attractive on 

valuation grounds, our business risk metrics are the least 

attractive since inception. This has been the case for some 

18 months, and as communicated in our quarterly strategy 

reviews we fully expect more volatile outcomes relative to 

market (as recent performance indicates), however we 

continue to believe the valuation upside will more than 

compensate for the volatility. 

Post Westpac’s $3.5bn capital raising and increase in 

mortgage interest rates by 20bp, the exposure to regional 

banks was lifted once again as the likelihood of improving 

returns increase. Unlike the major banks, the regionals are 

well capitalised with the resulting increase in net interest 

margins lifting return on equity. Levelling the competitive 

landscape in mortgages was a key recommendation of the of 

the Financial Services inquiry, which is playing out as 

predicted. 

Fund manager, Perpetual was added during the month, as a 

market disconnect (described below) provided an opportunity 

to initiate a position. Recent updates by management from 

Harvey Norman and Fantastic Furniture also suggest the 

domestic consumer is in good shape. 

Stocks Added 

Perpetual (PPT) is an independent and diversified financial 

services group providing specialised investment 

management, wealth advice and corporate fiduciary 

services. New management has reshaped PPT into a leaner, 

sharper funds management outfit with improved alignment 

between fund managers and shareholders. After 6 years of 

net funds outflow, high margin retails flows have turned 

positive. The markets overreaction to a large low-margin 

institutional outflow provided an opportunity to invest at 

attractive rates of return (+20% upside). The PE was sub 15x 

at purchase, with a fully franked dividend yield of 6%.  

 

Stocks Sold 

None 

 
 

Pricing Metrics 1-Yr  

PE 

Net 

Div. 
Yield 

Price/ 

Book 
Value 

Price to 
NTA 

Select Equities Fund 12.3 5.3% 1.4 1.7 

S&P/ASX 300 15.0 4.8% 1.8 2.6 

Date Oct-15 Oct-14 Oct-13 Oct-12 

Stock Numbers  35   37   35   32  

Large Caps  19  21 23  24  

Small Caps (ex-100)  16   16   12   8  

Active Share 77.2% 67.1% 61.1% 55.8% 

Small Cap Weighting 15.2% 11.5% 7.7% 7.5% 

Source: Sigma estimates, GS Portfoliowise
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Top 5 active positions 

Stock Active weight % 

By Large Cap stocks:  

Rio Tinto  5.1 

Bank of Queensland  4.8 

Bendigo & Adelaide Bank 4.7 

BHP Billiton 4.6 

National Australia Bank 4.5 

By Small Cap stocks:  

Nine Entertainment  2.1 

Seven West Media 1.5 

Ingenia Communities Group 1.2 

APN News & Media 1.2 

Tox Free Solutions 1.0 

Note: Active weights refer to positions above benchmark only. 

Asset allocation 

Sector Active weight % 

Materials  12.3 

Consumer Discretionary  8.4 

Financials ex-Real Estate  (0.1) 

Industrials (0.2) 

Information Technology (1.2) 

Utilities (1.5) 

Energy (1.6) 

Consumer Staples (1.9) 

Telecommunications  (5.5) 

Real Estate (5.6) 

Health Care (6.4) 

Cash & Other 3.3 

Note: Active weights refer to positions above or below benchmark. 

 

Strategy summary 

Sigma Select is a concentrated ‘broad-cap’ strategy 

blending the highest conviction stock ideas from Sigma’s 

Large Cap and Small Cap investment teams, leading to: 

 

 Superior outperformance, 

 Lower risk, and 

 Increased consistency. 

What makes Sigma Select unique? 

 Concentrated, value-biased portfolio of 20 to 40 stocks 

 Broad investment universe (ASX 300) increases alpha 

opportunities and diversification benefits 

 Timely execution of Small Cap exposure (up to 25%) to 

capture beta opportunity 

 Efficient alpha extraction from holding meaningful Small 

Cap positions 

 Focus on downside protection: cash allocation (up to 

25%) varies according to market outlook 

 

 

 

Why aren’t other investment management firms 
doing this?  

Most investment management firms comprise distinct Large 

Cap and Small Cap teams with separate incentive structures 

and competing interests. In contrast, Sigma’s Large Cap and 

Small Cap teams are equal partners and completely aligned 

to the success of the Select strategy. 

About Sigma Funds Management 

 Value-style Australian equities manager which aims to 

outperform without the downside of “value traps” through 

an investment approach called Value: Risk Adjust 

 Independent and majority employee-owned firm founded 

in 2009 by six experienced investment professionals 

who previously worked together at a leading global 

investment manager 

Contact 

For more information contact Pinnacle Investment 

Management, the Fund’s distributor, on 1300 010 311. 

See also www.sigmafunds.com.au  

 

 

DISCLAIMER: This document was prepared by Sigma Funds Management Pty Limited (ACN 137 097 075, AFSL 339901) 

(‘Sigma’). Sigma does not give any warranty as to the accuracy, reliability or completeness of the information contained in this 

document, and any persons relying on this information do so at their own risk. This document is provided for general information 

purposes to wholesale clients only. Accordingly, reliance should not be placed on this commentary as the basis for making an 

investment, financial or other decision. This document has been prepared without taking account of any person’s objectives, 

financial situation or needs, and because of that, any person should before acting on the information, consider the 

appropriateness of the information having regard to the their objectives, financial situation and needs. Past performance is not a 

reliable indicator of future performance. The Information Memorandum (IM) should be read in full before investing in the Fund 

and is available upon request. © Sigma 2015. 

http://www.sigmafunds.com.au/

